
     

                100 yard target berm area 

                14’ target frame + 20’ berm  

                ( 6’- to 12’ est .height) 

                  

             50 yard target berm area    XXXXXXXXXXXXXX   

             10’ target frame + 20’ berm  

             (7’ to 10’ est. height)            

 

 

          25 yard target berm area  XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX  

          11’ target frame + 4’ berm      

          (7’ to 9’ est. height)      

 

                  15 yard target berm area XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXX  

                  10’ target frame + 5’ berm  

                   (7’ to 9’ est. height)          

    7 yard target berm area   XXXXXXXXXXXXX   (TARGET DEPLOYMENT/ IMPACT AREAS)   XXXXXXXXXX      

    10’ target frame + 4’ berm  

    (7’ to 9’ est. height)    

        

       -------------------------------------Target deployment area/Impact area—2 array maximum------------------------------------------- 

       Max width of range (From right edge of 7 yard berm to right edge of 100 yard Target Frame)= 100’ approx.   

            Max width of targets:  70’ (54’ –two mixed array w/ 10 ‘ max Shooting Station interval width & 16’ Safety Area 

        (right side) 

       Min/max depth of arrays:  20’ to 75’ 

       Height of targets in array:  5’ above ground  

    _____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

       SASP Firing Line-shooting position                SASP Firing Line- shooting position   

  

                                      Stations @13’ center to center    

                       Shooting Positions (3’ x 3’ Box) 

             XX                  4’ x 2’ Table @ Shooting position         XX    

       Scorer                       RSO/Timer       Minimum 12’ distance from WIWL       Scorer           RSO/Timer 

              ZZZ                Red Line       ZZZ 

                     COACH/RSO                COACH/RSO 

 

 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx Existing WIWL Red Line and covered shooting line xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx[ Yellow Poles Opening]xxxxx 
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[Not To Scale] 



xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx Existing WIWL Red Line and covered shooting line xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx[Yellow Poles Opening]xxxxx 

 

                      Supervised SASP gun and ammo/magazine loading tables   

       Standby Zone /Onlookers (use undercover area  

       RSO on Duty Controls entry past WIWL Red Line and     

                   RSO/AV  Coordinates entry and egress of Shooters with Range RSOs           RSO/AV 

 

 

Note:  Coaches stand behind shooter in matches to coach and act in capacity of extra RSO.  When Scorers are used in practice or matches, they will stand to left of shooter 

at shooting station and act as a back-up RSO/Range Official as well.  Range RSOs must coordinate the range and insure that their station is clear and safe before allowing 

any shooter /scorer/coach to go down range and check or paint target. 
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